[The 4-dimensional spherical color space in the monkey].
Discrimination of colours by macaque rhesus was studied by the method of elaboration of differentiation inhibition of instrumental conditioned responses to colour stimuli. Matrix of probabilities of instrumental reactions to presentation of colour stimuli, the columns of which corresponded to the colours applied, and the lines--to series of experiments with definite reinforced colour--was processed by the method of factor analysis. Four factors describing the used colours in four-dimensional Euclidean space were singled out. Spatial structure of the seven used colours satisfies the equation of four-dimensional sphere. Two first factors are interpreted as colour-opponent red-green and yellow-blue and the third and fourth ones as achromatic light and dark neuronal channels. Perceptive space of colour stimuli based on the data of instrumental behaviour of the monkey corresponds to analogous results obtained by the method of multidimensional scaling of subjective evaluations of super-threshold colour differences for the man.